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Concrete representation of related structures 
of universal algebras. I 
L. SZABÓ 
ín his recent book [6], I . I . VALUCE quotes without proof a result of A . V . 
Kuznecov, unpublished up to now. Trying to re-establish the proof, we observed 
some general facts concerning mutual properties of relations and operations. This 
enables us to solve several concrete representation problems for related structures 
of algebras in a uniform way. 
The basic propositions of this article are Lemmas 1—5 proceeded by a survey 
of notions we shall need. Using them we give a simultaneous characterization for 
related structures of universal algebras (Theorem 6). As special cases of Theorem 6 
we get characterizations for the systems of subalgebras of finite direct powers of 
algebras (G. Grätzer's Problem 19 in [3]; Theorem 7 and 9) and the endomorphism 
semigroups of algebras (Grätzer's Problem 3 in [3]; Theorem 15; for another solu-
tion of this problem, see N . SAUER and M. G. STONE [5]). As corollaries we get 
Jürgen Schmidt's concrete representation theorem for the subalgebra systems of 
algebras (see, e.g. [2]) and the Bodnarcuk—Kaluznin—Kotov—Romov theorem 
for the subalgebra systems of all finite direct powers of finite algebras [1]. Moreover, 
we characterize the bicentralizers of sets of operations in arbitrary algebras. Then 
Kuznecov's above mentioned result appears as a special case. 
In a forthcoming Part II, we shall apply the method developed here for the 
representation of other related structures. 
Let A be a nonempty set which will be fixed in the sequel. Let On («=0, 1, 2, ...) 
and O denote the set of all n-ary and all finitary operations of A, respectively; further-
more, let ( n = l , 2 , . . . ) and 91 denote the set of all «-ary and all finitary relations 
of A, respectively. In general, we shall not distinguish between an operation and 
the associated relation, i.e., an n-ary operation may be considered as a mapping 
/: A"-*A and as an (n+l)-ary relation {(^ a„, f(alt ..., Űb))|(ŰI, ..., a„)£An} 
as well. Thus we have OQŰi and n=0,1,2,.... I f i ? is an n-ary rela-
tion, we shall often write R(alt ..., a„) instead of ..., an)£R. 
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We say that an n-ary operation f preserves an m-ary relation R, if 
&{f(an, ..., a j , -,f(aml, ..., O ) holds whenever R(alk, . . . , n j , fc=l, . . . ,« , 
i.e., ( /* , / ) is a subalgebra of the algebra ( A , f f (the m-th direct power of (A, / ) ) . 
Remark that the empty set is an «-ary relation for every « S i , and it is preserved 
by every m-ary operation where raS 1. Let / and g be operations of arity « and m, 
respectively. If M is an mX« matrix of elements of A, we can apply / [g] to each 
row [column] of M. Thus we get a column [row] consisting of m [«] elements, which 
will be denoted by f{M) [{M)g\. If for any mXn matrix M of elements of 
A, f((M)g)=(f(M))g holds then we say that / and g commute. Clearly, two 
operations commute if and only if any of them preserves the other as a relation. 
For any set of relations r , denote by T* the set of all operations preserving every 
member o f f . We call f * the centralizer of f . If T=Q is a set of operations, then 
Q** is called the bicentralizer of T. The symbol Q° will denote the set of all rela-
tions preserved by every member of Q. Remark that Q* = Q°f]0 for any set of 
operations Q. 
Let II be a set of relations of A, i.e., 77Q52. If a relation belongs to II, we 
shall call it a II-relation. Let (A, Q) be an algebra. By the related structure of type II 
of (A, Q) (in symbol: Re l j j ^ , £2)) we mean the set of all Ji-relation preserved by 
every operation of Q, i.e., Reln (A, i2) = Q°D /7. Observe that if II1 is the set of 
all n-ary relations of A, 772 is the set of all equivalences of A, 773 is the set of all 
unary operations of A, and 774 is the set of all bijective unary operations of A, then 
Rel^O*, i2)=Sub ((A, i2)n), Rel„a(^, Q) = Con (A, £2), Rel„a(A, Q) = End (A, £2) 
and Re l^ (A, Q)=Aut (A, Q). 
Let Z={xj|i 'G/} be a set of variables indexed by an arbitrary set I and let 
r be a set of relations of A. If R is a symbol of an n-ary relation in F and / , g are 
symbols of operations of arity m, s that denote a projection or an operation belong-
ing to T, respectively, then R(x,, . . . , x , ) and f ( x j , )=g(xt , ...,xt) are i n l 'm 1 a 
said to be formulas of the variable set X over f provided x^, ...,xl ,xJi, ..., x} , 
xt , ..., (Note that we might have formulas of the first kind only, but intro-
ducing these two kinds of formulas our considerations became somewhat simpler.) 
We say that a family {a^id^^A1 satisfies the above formulas if R(ati, ..., at), 
resp. f(ah, ...,ajJ=g(a,i, ...,at) holds. Consider a triple W=(S, X, (x f i, ..., XlJ) 
where A r={x j | /6/} is a set of variables indexed by I, (x, , . . . , x,)£X", and I 
is a set of formulas of variable set X over r . Such a triple will be referred to as a 
formula scheme over T. We say that W is finite if both I and X are finite. If 
!P=(r , X, (x^ , . . . , xin)) (Ar={x i|i'e/}) is a formula scheme then we associate 
with W an n-ary relation R v defined as follows: R v = {(a^, . . . , a l ) | ( a j | / ) 
and (aj | /€/) satisfies (every member of) £}. Then we say that Rv is defined by 
the formula scheme W. 
We say that a formula scheme W=(E, X, (x^, ..., x in, )) (X= {x,|i'€/}) 
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defines the tt-ary operation / on BQA" if for any (ax, ..., a„)€B, f(ait ...,a„)= 
=a„+1 for some an+1ZA if and only if Ry (a x , ...,an,an+1) holds. For B=An 
we say that T defines / . An n-ary operation / is said to be locally definable by a set 
of relations r, if for every finite BQA" there exists a formula scheme over T 
defining / on B. 
The following lemmas describe the connection between the notions "relations 
preserved by operations" and "relations defined by formula schemes". 
L e m m a 1. Let T be a set of relations of A. If a relation R can be defined by 
a formula scheme over T, then R£r*°. 
Proof . Let *F=(Z, X, (xti,..., xin)) (X= {x ;|/g/}) be a formula scheme 
over r and let / b e an m-ary operation preserving all members of T. If Rr = & 
then / preserves Rv trivially, unless m=0. However if m=0, i.e., / is a nullary 
operation then R ( f , . . . , / ) holds for every RdT, whence it follows that I is sat-
isfied by (aj|z"6/) where a(=f for all i£l. Then R v ( f , ••• , / ) holds, a con-
tradiction. 
Now suppose and let Rv(c%, ...,(%), k=l, ...,m. Then there exist 
families (b)\i£l) satisfying I such that (aj, ..., c§=(b\, . . . , bkt), k=l,...,m. 
Using the fact that / preserves all relations and commutes with all operations whose 
symbols occur in I , one can observe by routine that ( / ( b j , . . . , b")|i£l) satisfies 
I . Hence it follows 
(/0*1, .... a?), . . . , № , . . . , a™)) = {Kbi,..., bft, ...,f(b}n,..., b?J)eRy 
showing that/preserves Rp. Q.E.D. 
L e m m a 2. Let f be a set of relations of A. Then for every positive integer n, 
every finitely generated subalgebra of the algebra (A, T*)" can be defined by a formula 
scheme over T. Moreover, if A is a finite set, then we can choose these formula schemes 
to be finite. 
Proof . Let T be a finitely generated subalgebra of (A, r*)". If T=0 then 
T* has no nullary operation. Consider the set of formulas 1 = {R(xlt ..., xJjRar). 
Then there is no element of A satisfying I . For if a£A satisfies £ then we get 
R(a, ...,a) for all R£T which implies that a£T*, i.e., f * has a nullary operation, 
a contradiction. Thus the formula scheme !P=(r , { x j , (x^) defines T=0, 
i.e., Rv=0 = T. Furthermore, as Rv=0, i.e., there is no element of vl satisfying 
I , for any a£A there is a formula i?0(*i, . . . , x^^E such that R„(a, ..., a) does not 
hold. Then the formula scheme {x^, (xj)) with I" = {JRa(x1 x ^ l a ^ } 
defines T= 0, too. Moreover, if A is a finite set then W is a finite formula scheme. 
Now suppose 7V0 and the set {tt=(tu,..., t^lt^A", i=l, . . . , s} generates 
T. Since r* is a clone (i.e., it contains all projections and is closed under super-
12 
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position), T={f(t1,..., Q\fzr*C\0,}. We construct a formula scheme IP which 
defines T. 
Let X be a set of variables indexed by As, i.e., X= {xi\i£As}. Consider an 
arbitrary relation Q from T. Let m be the arity of Q. Considering every element 
of Q as a column vector of length m, every element of Q* is an mXs matrix of 
elements of A. With Q and any matrix we associate a formula Q(xM ,..., xM ) 
of the variable set X, where Mk is the fe-th row of M, k= 1, ...,tn. Now consider 
the formula scheme Y=(Z, X, (x^,..., x f ) ) where X={x,\i£A% Z = 
= {Q(xMi,...,xMJ\Qtr and and (iu ...,/,)=((*„, 
CM. •••> O ) - W e show that T is defined by W, i.e., T=RV. Clearly RT = 
= {(afi, . . . , a,^\(ai\i^As)£AA' and {a^i^A*) satisfies Z). Remark, however, that 
AA' = Os, and thus we can write f£Os instead of (ai\i€.A*)£AA'. Using this nota-
tion we get 
*v = {(/0'i), -,f{Q)\fcOs and/sa t i s f ies Z) = 
= {(/('ii> -,tu), - JOni, -,t„))\f€Os and /sa t i s f ies Z) = 
= {/(?!, ...,ts)\f£Os and/sa t is f ies Z). 
Furthermore, an s-ary operation /satisfies Z if and only if To show this 
first suppose that f£0„ satisfies Z. Let Q be an arbitrary m-ary relation from r, 
and let qj=(.qij, ...,qmJ)£Q, j=l, ...,s. Then from M=(ql3 we get 
Q(xMi, ..., xMj£Z, which implies Q(f(MJ,...,f(MJ), i.e., { ? ( / ( ? „ , . . . , q^), 
•••> /(?mi. •••> 1mS)) proving tha t /preserves Q. Hence f€F*. Conversely suppose 
that f£Osf)r* and Q(xJi, ..., X j ) is an arbitrary formula from Z, where 
jk=(jki, •••, Jks), k=\, ...,m. Then the matrix (jki)mXs is an element of 0s, i.e., 
(AM •••> jmi)€Q> 1=1, . . . , s . Taking into account that / preserves Q we get that 
Q(f(jn,-,A,)» fUmi,jms)), ie., Q(f(ji), ~,fUm)) proving that / 
satisfies the formula Qfx^, . . . , XjJ. Hence / satisfies Z. This implies Rr = 
=(f(h i s ) | /€ r* f lO s } , and the right side is the same as T. 
Now let A be a finite set, and consider the formula scheme W constructed 
above. For every i-ary operation / that does not satisfy Z there exists a formula 
such tha t /does not satisfy 2T{. Consider the set of formulas Z'=[2T[\f£Os 
and / does not satisfy Z}. It is evident that an s-ary operation satisfies Z if and 
only if it satisfies Z'. Therefore, the formula scheme V=(Z', X, (xl t . . . , x, )) 
where X and (x f i , . . . , xin) are the same as above, defines the relation T. Namely, 
T = Rv = {(/(/i), . . . , / ( 0 ) | / € O s and / satisfies Z] = 
= {(/O'l), - , / 0 ' „ ) ) l / e O s and / satisfies Z'} = Rv,. 
Furthermore, from \X\ = \A'\ and = it follows that X and Z' 
are finite. Hence !P' is a finite formula scheme. Q.E.D. 
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Lemma 3. If A is a finite set and a relation can be defined by a formula scheme 
over a set of relations r, then it can be defined by a finite formula 'scheme over f . 
Proof . Suppose an n-ary relation R can be defined by a formula scheme over 
r . From Lemma 1 it follows .RCSub ((4, r*)n). Applying Lemma 2 we get that 
R can be defined by a finite formula scheme over r . Q.E.D. 
Lemma 4. Let r be a set of relations of A. Then a relation R belongs to 
if and only if R is the union of a directed system of relations defined by formula 
schemes over F. 
Proof . First let R= 1J where (R^itl) is a directed system of relations 
i€/ 
defined by formula schemes over r . Therefore, by Lemma 1, we get that R^T* 0 , 
i t I. Furthermore, one can see easily that the union of a directed system of elements 
of r*° belongs to r*°. 
Now suppose that Rtr*° is an n-ary relation. Then R is a subalgebra of the 
algebra (A, T*)". Therefore R= U A where (7?;|/€/) is the directed system of ia 
the finitely generated subalgebras of (A, F*)" contained in R. In view of Lemma 2, 
we have that Rt, it I, can be defined by a formula scheme over T. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 5. Let r be a set of relations of A. Then an operation f belongs to r** 
if and only if f can be defined by f locally. 
Proof . First suppose that / i s an n-ary operation which is defined by F locally. 
Choose an w-ary operation g from f * and let M=(akl)mX„ be an mXn matrix 
of elements of A. According to our assumption, there is a formula scheme f that 
defines / on 
B = {(fljn, akn)\k = 1, ..., mJU^On, ...,aml), ...,g(aln, ..., am„))}-
Then Rv(akl, ...,akn, f(akl, ..., akn)) holds, k= 1, ..., m. Using Lemma 1 we get 
that Rv(g(an, . . . ,am l) , . . . ,g(a l n , ...,am„), g(f(an, ...,aln), ...,f(aml, ..., amn)) 
holds, too, whence 
f(g(an, ..., aml), ...,g(aln, ..., amn)) = g(f(an, ..., aln), ...,f(aml, ..., am„)) 
follows, i.e., f((M)g)=(f (M))g. Hence / commutes with g showing that far**. 
Now suppose that ftr** is an n-ary operation and let BQA" be a finite set. 
Considering/as an (n+l)-ary relation we have ftr*°. Therefore, by Lemma 4, 
we get / = IJ where (Ri j i t l ) is a directed system of ((n-l-l)-ary) relations 
defined by formula schemes over f . As (R^itl) is a directed system and B is a finite 
set, f=\J Rt implies f\BQRi for some i0tl Now let W be a formula scheme 
HI 0 
over r defining R,o. Then f\BQRioQf implies 
f\B = {(«!, ..., an, a„+ 1) \(a l t ..., an)£B and (al3 ..., a„, an+i)€i? io = 
and this means exactly that defines / on B. Q.E.D. 
12« 
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T h e o r e m 6. Let r^IIXQíft), itl, be sets of relations of A; furthermore, 
lét QjQrij(QŰi), jt J, be sets of such relations which are operations of A. Put 
r=( (J r ; ) U ( U Í3/)- Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
iil j£J 
' I. There exists an algebra (A, Q) such that rt=Rdn (A, £2) and Qj= 
=Rel0 (A, £2) for every itl and jtJ-
II. (a) For every itl, if a Ili-relation is the union of a directed system of rela-
tions defined by formula schemes over r, then it belongs to r f . 
(/?) For every jtJ, if a üj-relation (operation) can be defined by r locally then 
it belongs to Qj. 
Proo f . I=*II. Suppose that r i = R e l ű i ( A , Q) and Q j = R e l n j ( A , Q) for 
some algebra ( A , Q) for every i t l and j t J . First let i 0 t l and suppose a 77,0-relation 
R to be the union of a directed system of relations defined by formula schemes 
over r . Taking into account Lemma 4 and we have that Rtr*°QQ°. 
This fact together with R being a J7,o-relation shows that -RCReljj^/í, Q). Hence 
(a) holds. 
Now let j0tJ and suppose a IIJa-operation / can be defined by T locally. Then, 
by Lemma 5, we have ftr**QQ*QQ°. Hence ftRel^Ol, Q), i.e., 0?) holds. 
II=>I. Let Q=T*. We shall prove that r , = Rel f l.(^, Q) and Qj=Reln ( A , Q) 
for every i t l and j t J - First choose an arbitrary i 0 t l . The inclusion r i o Q R e l n i o ( A , S2) 
is obvious. Let J?eRelű io(^, Q). Then Rt£i°=r*°. Therefore, by Lemma 4, we 
have that R is the union of a directed system of relations defined by formula schemes 
over r . Thus, by the condition (a), P t r J g . 
Now choose an arbitrary j0tJ- Again, í3yo^RelŰJo(^, Q) is obvious. Let 
f t R d n j o ( A , Q) be a IIJo-operation. Then f t Q * = r * * . Therefore, by Lemma 5, 
we get that / can be defined by f locally. Thus, by the condition 0?), f t O J o - Q.E.D. 
T h e o r e m 7. Let (r„\n—1,2, ...) be a family of sets of relations of A such 
that r„ has n-ary relations only, n = 1, 2, ... . Then the following two statements are 
equivalent: 
I. There exists an algebra (A, Í2) such that rn=Sub (04, Í2)"), n = l , 2, ... . 
II. (a) For every n, if an n-ary relation can be defined by a formula scheme over 
U rk then it belongs to Tn. *=l 
(/?) For every n, T„ is closed under union of directed systems. 
Proof . Put /={1 ,2 , ...}, / = 0 and, as II„, the set of all n-ary relations of 
A in Theorem 6. 
C o r o l l a r y 8. If A is a finite set then statement II in Theorem 6 can be 
replaced by 
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II'. For every n, if an n-ary relation can be defined by a finite formula scheme 
over |J rk then it belongs to r„. 
Proof . As^4 i sa finite set, the assumption (j?) in Theorem 6 is superfluous and 
we can apply Lemma 3. 
T h e o r e m 9. Let f be a set of n-ary relations of A. Then there exists an algebra 
(A, Q) such that T=Sub ((A, Q)n) if and only if T is closed under union of directed 
systems and r contains every n-ary relation defined by a formula scheme over r. 
Proo f . Put /={1}, rt=r, J=& and, as J71( the set of all n-ary relations 
of A in Theorem 6. 
C o r o l l a r y 10. Let A be finite and let r be a set of n-ary relations of A. Then 
there exists an algebra (A, Q) such that T = Sub((/4, £2)") if and only if f contains 
every n-ary relation defined by a finite formula scheme over f . 
C o r o l l a r y 11. (J. Schmidt) For a set r of unary relations of A, there is an 
algebra (A, £2) such that r = Sub (A, Q) if and only if T is an algebraic closure 
system. 
Proof . Suppose that r = S u b ( / l , Q) for some algebra (A, Q). Let {Rj\j£J} 
be a subset of T. Then the formula scheme (£, {x j , (xj)) with Z = !./€/} 
defines H Applying Theorem 9, we get that D R j ^ r , i.e., F is closed under 
jzj ja 
intersections. This fact together with the conditions of Theorem 9 proves that f 
is an algebraic closure system. 
Conversely, suppose that T is an algebraic closure system. Then T is closed under 
union of directed systems. Now consider a formula scheme Y=(Z, X, (xj)) 
(X= {x,| i£l}) over T. If then Rv=®= f ] R- Otherwise, 06 D R 
Rtr Rer 
implies that (a ; | /£/) where at=a for all /€/ , satisfies Z showing Rv(a), a con-
tradiction. Thus R v =<d£r . If then it is a routine to check that 
e r . Thus we get that T satisfies the condition of Theo-
rem 9. Q.E.D. 
In [1], KALUZNIN and his co-workers have given a characterization for the 
oo 
subalgebra system U Sub((^4, Q)n) of a finite algebra (A, Q). Now we derive their 
n = 1 
result from Corollary 8. We need some additional notions and notations. 
For an W-ary relation R of A and a permutation T of the set {1, ... ,m} the 
T -translate of R is an m-ary relation RT of A defined by Rr = {alz,..., amT) \ R(ax am)}. 
For any two relations R and T of arity m and n, respectively, the direct product of 
R and Tis an (m+n)-ary relation RXTdefined by RXT= {(a^ ..., am+n)\R(au ..., am) 
and T(am+1, ..., am+n)}. If R is an w-ary relation and l S / ^ - . ^ ^ S m , then 
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the projection of R to the coordinates ilt ..., i, is a /-ary relation R^ ^ defined 
by Rt ¡t = {(aii, ..., a,'t) | ( a i > ..., am)}- If R is an m-ary relation and 0 is 
an equivalence relation of the set {1, ..., m}, then the Q-diagonal of R is an m-ary 
relation Re defined by Re = {(a1, ..., am) \R(al, ..., am) and (iQj=>at=aj)}. Finally, 
the n-ary diagonal Dn is defined by Dn = {(a, ..., a)\a£A) for any n. 
C o r o l l a r y 12. (V. G. Bodnarcuk, L. A. Kaluznin, V. N. Kotov, V. A. Romov) 
If A is a finite set and r is a set of relations of A then there exists an algebra (A, Q) 
o o 
such that f = U Sub ((A, i2)") if and only if all diagonals belong to T, and F is closed 
n = 1 
under formation of direct products, as well as arbitrary x-translates, projections, 
and ©-diagonals. 
Proof . By Corollary 8 we have to prove only that a set of relations r fulfils' 
the assumptions of the corollary if and only if every relation defined by a finite 
formula scheme over r belongs to r . 
First suppose that all relations defined by finite formula schemes belong to r . 
Then for any n the formula scheme (0, {x j , (xx, ..., defines Dn. If R and T 
are relations from r of arity m and n, respectively, T is a permutation and <9 is an 
equivalence relation of the set {1, . . . ,m) and then the formula 
schemes 
XL> • • • ' XM)> T ( X M + 1 , . . . , X M + n)}, {xx, ..., xm + n}, (x1; ..., X M + N ) ) , 
({R(xlt..., xm)}, {x l5..., xm}, (x lT , . . . , xmt)), 
({/J(x 1 , . . . ,xJ}, { X I , . . . 
and 
( { ^ ( X I , ..., xm)}U {D2(xk, x,) \k&l}, { X I , ...,xm}, (xx, . . . , x j ) 
define RX.T, R\ Rti , and Re, respectively. 
Conversely, suppose that r satisfies the assumptions of the corollary and let 
Y=(Z, X, (xit, ..., X;)) (X= ;'£/}) be a finite formula scheme over F. We 
have to prove that R v can be got from T in a finite number of steps by formation 
of directed products, r-translates, projections, and ©-diagonals. Concerning !P, 
we can assume w.l.o.g. that every component of (x^, . . . ,X; ) occurs in some 
formula of I , otherwise we can add the formulas D^x^, xit), ..., D2(xi >xi) 
to I . Furthermore, we can assume that (x^, ..., has pairwise distinct com-
ponents, otherwise we can consider the formula scheme *F=(Z', X', (ylt ...,y„)) 
where X'=X{J{yi, . . . , y n } ( ^ { y x , a n d I ' = I U {D2(Xii, y j , ..., 
D2(xi , j„)}. Clearly RV=RV,. Finally, we can also assume that I has formulas 
of the form ^ ( x ^ , . . . ,Xj ) (RtT) only. Otherwise, if a formula e of the form 
f ( x t i , ..., x,)=g(xlii, ..., xk) belongs to I , then replace e by the formulas 
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f ( x h , ...,x,)=ys and g(xki, ...,xk)=yE. Considering / and g as 0 + l ) - a r y 
and (r+l)-ary relations, respectively, these formulas have the form we required. 
Thus we get a set of formulas I " . Then the formula scheme 
={l\X",{xk, ...,Xi)) with X"=X{J{ye\eiZ and s is of the form f=g) 
defines Ryr. 
Now suppose that if has these properties. Then let 
z - tRityi, •••> ylj, • ••> R,(fi, •••, fn.)}, yliX, l=i,...,s, k = 1,. . . ,»,. 
Consider the formula scheme $ = (!;, X, (y\, •.., , ..., /„)). Observe that 
Rv can be got from R® by formation of a suitable projection and r-translate. Further- . 
more, let 0 be an equivalence of the set j l , . . . , 2 defined as follows: jQl if 
and only if the y'-th and /-th components of ( j J , . . . , yl ,..., y[, . are equal, 
s 8 
j,l= 1, ..., y, nk. Now it is a routine to verify that R0 equals the ©-diagonal t=i 
of R{X...XRS. Q.E.D. 
T h e o r e m 13. If Q is a set of operations of A, then Q=Q** if and only if Q 
contains every operation defined by Q locally. 
It follows from Lemma 5 immediately. 
C o r o l l a r y 14. (A. V. Kuznecov) If A is a finite set, then Q=Q** for some 
set of operations Q if and only if every operation defined by a finite formula scheme 
over Q belongs to £2. 
Proo f . I f v 4 i s a finite set, an operation /locally definable by £2 can be defined 
by a formula scheme over £2. Lemma 3 shows that we can restrict ourselves to finite 
formulas! It remains to apply Theorem 13. 
T h e o r e m 15. For a set E of transformations of A there exists an algebra (A, £2) 
such that E=End(A,£2) if and only if E contains every transformation defined 
byE locally. 
Proo f . Put 1=0, /={1}, £2i=E and, as IIthe set of all unary operations 
in Theorem 6. 
C o r o l l a r y 16. If A is a finite set, then for a set E of transformations of A there 
exists an algebra (A, £2) such that i s=End (A, £2) if and only if E contains every 
transformation defined by a finite formula scheme over E. 
Proo f . We can proceed similarly as it was done in the proof of Corollary 12. 
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